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Description: The author offers Japan-China Equity Portfolio Analysis Weekly, which summarize performance of listed Japanese and Chinese companies' equity portfolio. Based on the stock prices of 5000+ listed companies obtained from the respective stock exchanges, we have computed weekly stock price returns of each company for 7 time periods by taking stock prices difference of two corresponding time period dates. Equity portfolio report provides latest weekly, monthly, quarterly, year-to-date, and preceding two years' stock returns.

For analysis purpose, 5000+ listed companies of Japan and China have been grouped under various analytical modules such as by market capitalization, by financial performance groups, by key attributes groups, by industry groups, etc. Further, Top 100, Top 50 or Top 25 companies have been selected from each of such modules, based on higher market capitalization. Our equity portfolio reports provide comparative stock analysis of such top companies of Japan and China.

In addition, our equity portfolio reports also provide comparative stock analysis for BEST 25, BEST 15, and BEST 5 companies for modules with Top 100, Top 50, and Top 25 companies respectively. Such BEST companies have been selected based on higher average stock returns of all 7 time periods included under study.
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